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central China, had in less than a year of war secured the sea and
air mastery of the central and south-western Pacific, occupied all
the larger islands in these two areas, and conquered Burma and
Malaya. Her troops now stood on the mountains overlooking the
jungles of Manipur and Assam and the plains of eastern India, and in
New Guinea were threatening Australia with invasion. In the air
the Allies had as yet barely attained parity with the Axis. At sea
their shipping losses were still at an alarmingly high level, and the
hostile air and U-boat attacks were being pressed with skill, vigour
and success. The prospects of Allied victory must indeed have
seemed remote to any impartial observer.
The basic causes of this unhappy situation were patent enough.
Britain and her- Dominions were the only members of the original
alliance still remaining as effective belligerents, for such help as
Fighting France and the smaller powers could give, reliable and
constant as it was, could only find a nucleus round their still intact
strength.   Though the Commonwealth was now in this third year
of the war working and fighting at full stretch, it had much leeway
to make up, and had not yet reached its full potential development,
all of which would be needed if it were to continue to hold its own
against a victoriou$ Germany with all Europe at her virtual com-
mand. To the: Far East we had little surplus to devote, and our great
losses of territory were a measure of our inevitable insufficiency
of power in that theatre.   The attack on Russia which had given
full employment to the main forces of the German army had
certainly freed Britain of any immediate fear of invasion, and
set free much of her strength for use elsewhere ;   but the need
to send  our new ally all the war material we could spare to
prevent her collapse, which in the autumn of 1941  and again
in that of 1942 had visibly threatened, so far from relieving,
placed an additional strain on our limited resources and efforts.
The United States had as yet hardly begun to deploy her vast
potentialities in men and material; she  too had  been caught
unawares by the coming of war and had suffered a series of
humiliating and disastrous defeats.    Britain was paying, as so
often before in the past, the penalty of prior unpreparedness
in the shape of initial disasters, which brought her within closer
distance of invasion and destruction than ever before in her history.
It is hardly the place of the historian of the British Army to
endeavour to assess the responsibility of the various parties or
of the people for this lamentable record; but the Army itself, though
it could only make use of the means and the money given to it,
cannot be entirely exempted from blame for its own unreadiness
for war. The introduction of militia service and the doubling of the
Territorial Army in the summer of 1939 were mere paper measures
which did little to increase our immediate military strength;

